MEDIA KIT

DR. JASON COHEN
Dr. Jason Cohen is a surgical oncologist and general surgeon with
expertise in laparoscopy, minimally invasive techniques and robotic
surgery. Dr. Cohen started his own practice in Los Angeles and leads
a medical internship program. He’s also an artist, writer and a huge
TV and movie fan that loves to talk the latest in entertainment!

RAYA O'NEAL
Raya O’Neal is the Founder and CEO of Rayality Works. Raya has a
niche in strategic communications and works with all brands from
startup to corporate. A Hamptons native, she is also a writer who has
worked in the PR world in NYC. Raya follows the latest in health
trends, diet fads, celebrity culture and entertainment to let the
audience in on what’s interesting.

The purpose of the show is to address some of the medical questions
Dr. Jason Cohen is asked by friends, family and often strangers with help
from his non doctor co-host, Raya O’Neal. Raya isn’t afraid to ask the
questions people who didn’t go to medical school want to know.
We also love to talk pop culture and how it relates to health and medicine —
like celebrity diets, Amy Schumer speaking out about endometriosis and
what’s true about how medical professionals are portrayed in TV and movies.
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GROSS ANATOMY
We are the go-to podcast for people wanting pop-culture, medical and health
news. Dr. Cohen watches hit shows like Grey's Anatomy and tells the audience
what's true about the TV hit and what's far from being true when it comes to
actual hospital life. Our audience is 18+ and ranges from medical interns to
people who just want to hear a doctors take on the latest in entertainment,
celebrity diets and healthcare news.

THE TALK

AUDIENCE

We cover many topics, including
common medical myths, popular
scripted medical TV shows like
The Resident and conduct exclusive
interviews with doctors, authors,
musicians, artists, producers,
philanthropists and all around
innovators.

People that are interested in
celebrity culture and the medical
world tune-in weekly to hear
Dr. Cohen discuss the latest news.
Plus, listeners enjoy hearing his
surgical tales, movie & TV reviews
and medical school advice.

AVAILABLE ON

Visit our subscribe page to easily listen on any of these apps.
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THE SCHEDULE

We start the show with any
updates/comments from the
previous episode and often share
personal health, diet or hospital
news of the week.

We record weekly on Wednesday's
at 6:30pm PST. We often record
guest interviews via Zoom so that
we can easily talk to special guests
from any location. All episodes are
edited after recording and
published one week later.

Then, we get into the main feature
(the buzzy topic) and share our
research with co-host Raya asking
the questions non-doctors want to
know. And, we always end with
'what we are watching, reading or
listening to now' and answer any
listener questions.

New Gross Anatomy Episodes are
available every Thursday to stream
or download!

PACKAGE DETAILS
OPTION 1:
Mini-interview or full interview to introduce yourself/your company to
Gross Anatomy Podcast listeners
Social Media Promotion (great for gaining more followers)
Product or Service Giveaway (get people to try your product or
service and visit your website)

OPTION 2:
Topical Multiple Episodes (sponsor a series of episodes of your
choosing that are focused around a topic related to a product or
service that makes the most sense for your business). We have over
100 episodes you can choose from!

We are happy to work with you to create the perfect sponsorship package
that will fit your budget.
Email Lauren Taylor to learn more about sponsorship opportunities and benefits:
Lauren@laurentaylormarketing.com
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Visit GROSSANATOMYPODCAST.com to discover more interview episodes.
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Answering listener
questions from
around the world
on weekly episodes
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LISTENERS ACROSS THE GLOBE
Gross Anatomy started with an idea to answer questions like, are
doctors on TV holding that X-Ray right? — and grew into a successful
podcast with listeners tuning in from across the globe. We've got
listeners in Norway, Australia, Germany, Mexico and the Philippines, with
more people discovering our podcast every day.
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THE AMAZINGLY TALENTED
DR. THEODRIC HENDRIX
Dr. Theodric Hendrix is more than a doctor, he’s also a
screenwriter, painter and photographer. So, how did he
manage to do so much while running his own OB-GYN
practice? He answers this question and tells us about
growing up in Tulsa, Oklahoma and his latest script
about the Tulsa Race Massacre.

SERIAL KILLERS MD
We talk about five serial killers (one who is still
alive!) that were also Doctors of Medicine. One of
the doctors on this list is also featured in the
bestselling book The Devil in the White City.

JOSH HOMME
Our TOP SPOTIFY EPISODE is our interview with
Josh Homme — a singer, songwriter, producer and
founding member of the bands Queens of the
Stone Age and Eagles of Death Metal.
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OUR PODCAST

"Actual knowledge from a top tier doctor. I highly recommend
this podcast if you want the truth and facts about the medical
world. It’s also super interesting to learn about the medical
world relating to pop culture. I love that!"

- Lucas

"I don't really write many reviews but I really loved this podcast
with Dr. Cohen. It was very informative and answered alot of
medical questions I have had when watching movies or TV shows.
Great podcast for any car ride!"

- Allison

I like the medical movies and tv reviews. Haven’t thought
about some of these movies in years. I’m going to have to
go back and watch St. Elsewhere!

- Kari

THANK YOU AND

We'd love to hear from you to start developing an exciting sponsorship and
partnership! Contact us today to be featured on our next available episode,
website and popular social media channels.
We are open to hearing your ideas and discovering how best to highlight your
business on Gross Anatomy Podcast. We look forward to hearing from you and
discussing new sponsor opportunities. Thank you!

CONTACT
E: GROSSANATOMYPODCAST@GMAIL.com
W: GROSSANATOMYPODCAST.com

